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Machine learning in society: Technology in Society Briefing 

Stephen Fox a,*, Charla Griffy-Brown b 

a VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland, F1-02150, Espoo, Finland 
b Pepperdine University, Graziadio School of Business and Management, USA   

1. Topic summary 

Since 2020, machine learning has been a topic of increasing interest 
in the Technology in Society discourse. Some papers concerned with 
machine learning have addressed fundamental issues, while other pa-
pers have addressed particular applications of machine learning. Papers 
concerned with fundamental issues have considered machine learning as 
a continuation of human outsourcing of cognitive activities; the poten-
tial for combing human learning with machine learning; and governance 
challenges in human interactions with machine learning. Papers con-
cerned with particular applications of machine learning have focused on 
automated trading; credit score modeling; customer segmentation; 
healthcare; and security systems. Together, these papers illuminate the 
importance of considering machine learning from broader biosocial- 
technical and strategic management perspectives. 
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3. Future research directions 

Future submissions concerned with machine learning should be 
directed towards current gaps in the Technology in Society discourse. 
For example, submissions could address to what extent, if any, con-
structs such as social class and social sustainability are affected by 
widespread applications of machine learning. In addition, submissions 
are welcome that relate human learning at the societal level to machine 
learning. Such submissions should consider non-reinforced learning and 
reinforcement learning in different types of societies in different 
geographical regions. From the biosocial-technical systems perspective, 
submissions could consider how the different environments in which 
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human societies learn can affect applications of machine learning that 
has been developed in other environments. Also, wider consideration is 
needed of ethical issues arising from machine learning. These can be 
analysed at the level of different societies that have different beliefs 
about relationships between biological intelligence and machine 
intelligence. 

4. Practice recommendations 

Practitioners in all sectors can find examples of opportunities and 
related challenges from machine learning in the titles and abstracts of 
Technology in Society papers concerned with machine learning, deep 

learning, and reinforcement learning. Overall, practitioners can struc-
ture their implementations of machine learning in terms of automa-
tional, informational, and transformational effects. Automational effects 
can be derived from human labour being substituted. Informational ef-
fects involve machine learning providing information to support human 
decision-making. Transformational effects refer to the potential for 
machine learning to support radical change of processes. Typically, 
standard automational effects can be achieved through implementing 
common machine learning applications. By contrast, more human 
imagination is required to ideate transformational effects from applying 
machine learning in unique ways to support innovative processes and 
positive social change. 
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